The Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences (DEES) hosts one of the top-rated earth and environmental science programs internationally. Faculty from all over the world bring their expertise and knowledge to our classrooms preparing students to take on the current challenges facing earth and humanity. The program provides an understanding of the natural functioning of our planet and considers the consequences of human interactions with it. It is designed to instill a comprehension of how the complex earth systems work, at a level that will encourage students to think creatively about how to address multidisciplinary environmental problems.

With climate change rapidly reshaping the earth, it has never been a more crucial time to train the next generation of scientists in the earth and environmental science fields. Students will graduate with a degree that readies them to think critically and tackle the problems of Earth's unpredictable future.

The breadth of material covered in the program provides an excellent background for students to continue on to careers in various fields or graduate school in the earth and environmental sciences. The skills developed in the program can open up many career paths such as law, business, environmental consulting, research, public policy, teaching, and journalism.
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MAJORS & CONCENTRATIONS

The **Earth Science** major provides an in-depth study of the solid and fluid Earth, its history, and ancient and modern geological processes.

The **Environmental Science** major focuses on the interaction between Earth's physical environment and the biosphere, anthropogenic processes like pollution and global climate change, and environmental remediation.

The **concentrations** in Earth and Environmental Science are designed to give students deeper knowledge of these fields than that provided by introductory courses.

FIELD TRIPS

The department hosts field trips to bring lessons from the classroom to the outdoors. We have a field-geology course for majors offered annually, typically in Italy or Barbados. We also offer trips to California's Death Valley and other destinations for first and second-year students. Our student-ran undergraduate club also plans various events such as a Central Park Geology trip and overnight camping trips.